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Editorial

Today, I witness that people normally spend their time 
in silence, especially in their working life, without attracting 
the attention of other people. Scientific studies contain 
clues that people who do not hang on to their jobs after 
staff recruitment should be supervised. A study conducted 
at Aarhus University in Denmark showed that feeling bored 
triggers sadistic behaviors. In general, I will try to explain 
how people who exhibit neurotic personality disorder and 
exhibit mobbing behaviors in institutions take refuge in 
the reasons explained by the term “sadist” by harming both 
their colleagues, their institutions, and their country. Sadism 
generally means liking and enjoying the suffering of any 
human being. The basis of these behaviors is that they are 
based on early childhood experiences, which supports the 
theory of Sigmund Freud. Relationships between parents and 
traumas are the most important reasons for the formation 
of sadism in people. The most important factors are the 
experiences of physical and emotional abuse and neglect, 
which form the basis of sadistic behaviors. You can recognize 
this characteristic behavior from your supervisors’ angry 
reaction to the rights of a successful employee. However, this 
person shows himself very well-intentioned to those around 
him. To cover up the childhood traumas in the 6th dimension, 
gifted people experience a state of pleasure by complicating 

their work in the workplace. For this, they physically stand 
next to people who praise those people by using the location 
factor. But never in thought. With the 2nd dimension, that is, 
standing next to him physically, the 6th dimension, that is, to 
cover up the trauma he experienced as a child, makes foot 
plays that will limit the advantages of the talented person. 
This is what our ancestors called “foot game” must have been 
used for this. Foot game 2nd dimension verbal slander is 
usually carried out with lies to hide 6th dimension. Let’s come 
to those with paranoid personality disorder, their situation is 
a little more serious. Because, although their experience of 
living with daily realities expressing the 4th dimension is very 
limited, they cannot effectively manage the logical impulse 
(7th dimension) that will continue their lives. In other words, 
they forget a sentence they said in 2 minutes. The reason for 
this is that everyone living in the world thinks that they will 
harm themselves. If you see people who approach the events 
around you with the logic that you are exaggerating, I say 
be careful. Maybe we will continue in our next article, but I 
believe that I have made a good start in understanding the 
relationship between dimensions and diseases. Please do not 
exclude these people, direct them to receive clinical therapy 
so that they do not harm their environment. For your city, 
even for our country. Please… Thank you… 
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